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Abstract

RNA—the primary product of the genome—is subject to various biological events during its lifetime. During mammalian gametogenesis and
early embryogenesis, germ cells and preimplantation embryos undergo marked changes in the transcriptome, including mRNA turnover. Various
factors, including specialized proteins, RNAs, and organelles, function in an intricate degradation system, and the degradation selectivity is
determined by effectors and their target mRNAs. RNA homeostasis regulators and surveillance factors function in the global transcriptome of
oocytes and somatic cells. Other factors, including BTG4, PABPN1L, the CCR4-NOT subunits, CNOT6L and CNOT7, and TUTs, are responsible for
two maternal mRNA avalanches: M- and Z-decay. In this review, we discuss recent advances in mRNA degradation mechanisms in mammalian
oocytes and preimplantation embryos. We focused on the studies in mice, as a model mammalian species, and on RNA turnover effectors and
the cis-elements in targeting RNAs.
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Introduction

Multiple macromolecules comprise a single cell, an organ-
ism, and biological systems. Among these, RNA—the direct
product of the genome—is produced through transcription
and functions in various biological processes. Of all the dif-
ferent types of RNAs, ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs) composite
ribosome complexes and transfer RNAs (tRNAs) are respon-
sible for amino acid translocation; long non-coding RNAs
(lncRNAs) and microRNAs (miRNAs) participate in the post-
transcriptional regulation of RNAs; and messenger RNAs
(mRNAs) provide instructions for protein coding.

To date, novel sequencing technologies have supported
research on cellular transcriptomes. Although vigorous tran-
scription activities may occur within a cell, the transcriptome
remains relatively stable, being in equilibrium. Mature eukary-
otic mRNAs, with a few exceptions such as histone mRNAs,
contain a 7-methylguanosine (m7G) cap structure at the 5′-
end and a poly(A) tail at the 3′-end [1]. These structures
stabilize mRNAs in the cytoplasm and facilitate their trans-
lation. In order to avoid aberrant RNA accumulation, RNA
turnover is vital for dynamic homeostasis. Researchers have
shown that RNA degradation is an intricate and integrated
system: a mature mRNA undergoes decapping by DCP1/2
(decapping protein 1/2) and subsequent digestion by a 5′–
3′ exoribonuclease 1 (XRN1) [2]; or deadenylation by dead-
enlyases, including the poly(A)-nuclease (PAN2/3) complex
and the CCR4-NOT complex [3], followed by degradation
by the exosome [4]. Diverse RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) are
also involved in these activities, and function as adaptors for

the degradation machinery or help RNA translocation to
specialized degradation complexes. RNA modifications also
participate in the overall decay system: 3′-oligo-uridylation
guards the degradation of 10% oocyte mRNAs during mouse
folliculogenesis [5], whereas the N-6-methylated adenosine
(m6A) modification serves as a decay signal in various cell
types [6–8].

Germ cells possess a unique mission: inheritance. Female
germ cells, namely oocytes, have trudged a long journey to
become what they are. After the activation of primordial
follicles, it takes a long time for oocytes to undergo fol-
liculogenesis and meiotic maturation. Finally, female mice
ovulate and release mature metaphase II (MII) oocytes. Dur-
ing these periods, the global oocyte transcriptome undergoes
notable changes. The massive amount of maternal mRNAs
are degraded in two “avalanches”; the first wave is termed
M-decay and occurs during meiotic maturation [9], and the
second, termed Z-decay, is accompanied by zygotic genome
activation (ZGA; [10]). M-decay, which represents maternal
factor-regulated decay, initiates after germinal vesicle break-
down (GVBD) and is sustained until the MII stage. Z-decay
is guided by zygotic factors, and mainly occurs between the
two- and four-cell stages in mouse preimplantation embryos.
Principally serving as a cradle for embryogenesis, oocytes
provide maternal factors for zygotes, and the re-sculpture of
the oocyte transcriptomes is vital for the offspring [11].

In this review, we summarize the progress in research
on mRNA degradation during the development of mam-
malian oocytes and preimplantation embryos. We categorize
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mechanisms of mRNA degradation into three subgroups
based on the goals and occurrence: for RNA global
homeostasis, for RNA surveillance, and for massive maternal
RNA removal (“avalanches”). We propose a generalized
explanation of each degradation pathway that is essential
for female fertility and reproduction, including the main
functional complexes, associated factors, calling and/or
responding elements in mRNAs, and an overall working
model.

To highlight key studies, we focused on papers published in
the last 5 years. We discuss the common decay pathways in
various cell types, such as the CCR4-NOT complex-mediated
deadenylation, and oocyte-specific degradation mechanisms,
such as cytoplasmic lattices (CPLs). A few studies investigated
mRNA degradation in ovarian granulosa cells and spermato-
gonia are involved. To trace and compare the evolution of such
mechanisms, we focused on studies performed in mice; mean-
while, studies in other animal models, including Xenopus and
zebrafish, were also included.

WHEN does it happen: continuous
“microwaves” and two avalanches

In somatic cells, transcription occurs throughout the life cycle
of the cell, except when the cell enters mitosis. During S phase,
the genome is occupied by DNA polymerases. After progres-
sion into M phase, RNA polymerases are unable to load
onto chromatids because they are condensed into chromo-
somes [12]. However, the abundance of total mRNA remains
relatively stable during the long G0 stage. These regulatory
processes are conserved among different cell types. In mice,
before developing into fully grown germinal vesicle oocytes
(FGOs), vigorous transcription activities occur in growing
germinal vesicle oocytes (GGOs), while the translation level is
relatively low. Despite mounting natal transcripts, the overall
oocyte transcriptome is stable, indicating a pivotal role for
mRNA degradation mechanisms. In general, the clearance
of maternal transcripts in oocytes can be subdivided into
three stages: (1) during oocyte growth, transcript degradation
in micro waves maintains the overall mRNA equilibrium,
which is categorized as mRNA homeostasis and surveillance;
(2) during meiotic maturation and early embryogenesis, the
removal of a massive amount of maternal transcripts is trig-
gered by maternal factors (M-decay, the first avalanche); and
(3) after fertilization, a few remaining maternal transcripts are
degraded by zygotic factors, accompanying ZGA (Z-decay, the
second avalanche; Table 1, Figure 1A and B).

Homeostasis and surveillance factors are considered as
guards for overall transcript levels during the growing stage.
The former ones are aimed at supportive RNAs, which moni-
tor the synthesis and decay of targets, and help maintain them
in a dynamic equilibrium. Terminal uridylyl transferase (TUT)
is the main factor in homeostasis. TUT4 and TUT7 (also
known as ZCCHC11 and ZCCHC6, respectively) are ubiqui-
tously expressed during mammalian gametogenesis. Oocytes
contain a divergent pattern of mRNA 3′-UTRs compared
with other somatic cells, with shorter poly(A) tails and a
higher ratio of oligo- to mono-uridylation [5] (Figure 1C). Of
the transcripts requiring removal during oocyte maturation
and follicle development, ∼10% are uridylated under the
control of these two TUTs, calling for further degradation
and partially maintaining the global transcriptome. When this
machinery is lacking, as in Tut4/7fl/fl; Zp3-Cre mice, there

is aberrant accumulation of maternal transcripts in oocytes,
with defects in meiotic maturation.

However, surveillance factors govern the degradation of
detrimental RNAs [13]. To avoid ectopic expression or other
potential hindrances caused by incompatible transcripts,
surveillance factors, such as the exosome and MARF1, are
involved in this regulation. To become a key factor involved in
monitoring the status of various RNA biotypes, the exosome
associates with divergent ribonucleases, gains 3′–5′ exo- and
endonuclease activity, and collaborates with diverse adaptors
to specific targets [4]. The resumption of meiosis—a hallmark
of oocyte maturation—is controlled by the oocyte maturation-
promoting factor (MPF). A predicted ribonuclease, meiosis
arrest female 1 (MARF1), represses the protein phosphatase
2 catalytic subunit Ppp2cb mRNA. Marf1 mutant mice were
found to present a female-only infertile phenotype, with
a massive amount of transcripts accumulating in FGOs,
including those of Ppp2cb [14]. The aberrant existence of
Pp2cb mRNAs resulted in endured PP2C assembly, leading to
the inactivation of the MPF and the failure of GVBD [14–16].
Overall, evidence indicates that post-transcription processing
and degradation of mRNAs over time are vital for female
reproduction (Figure 1D).

When oocytes reach the FGO stage, RNA polymerase II
(Pol II) is excluded from the genome, and the transcription
activity ceases [17, 18]. Oocytes retain transcriptional silenc-
ing until ZGA occurs around the late one-cell to two-cell stage.
Meanwhile, the oocyte-specific RNA clearance machinery
is initiated. M-decay, the maternal-decay pathway, involves
the elimination of maternal transcripts that are exclusively
guarded by maternal factors [9]. Such machinery is activated
after the resumption of meiosis, as multiple decay-related
factors, including BTG4 [19] and CNOT6L [20], are trans-
lated during this period (Figure 1B and D). Over 75% of the
maternal mRNAs are degraded by the end of the MII stage
[19]. Z-decay, namely the zygotic-decay pathway, involves
the clearance of maternal transcripts and is dependent on
de novo zygotic transcription products [10] (Figure 1E). A
few maternal factors, such as BTG4, are also responsible for
this process. Up to 90% of the total maternal transcripts
are removed at the end of the two-cell stage. The reliance
of zygotic transcripts might explain the coincidence between
Z-decay and ZGA, whereas Z-decay in humans governs a
larger amount of transcripts than that in mice [10, 21]. These
zygotic products serve as core degradation factors or activa-
tors of RNA decay machinery, and a conserved TUT4/7-driven
oligo-uridylation pathway, together with maternal YAP1 and
zygotic TEAD4, have been reported among species. These
two avalanches sculpt and determine the oocyte- and embryo-
hosting RNAs, prohibiting the production of incompatible
proteins, leading to the rearrangement of a pluripotent cell
transcriptome and giving rise to the offspring.

WHO and HOW: the hunter says “yes”

Heterogeneous nuclear RNAs (hnRNAs), the primary prod-
uct of DNA transcription [3], become mature mRNAs only
after a series of post-transcription processes. In contrast to
transcription products in prokaryotes, eukaryotic transcripts
undergo the removal of introns within splicing complexes, 5′-
capping and sequential methylation, and 3′-end polyadenyla-
tion by poly(A) polymerases (PAPs; [1]). Owing to their long
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Table 1. Key maternal factors in maternal mRNA degradation

No. Gene name Subgroup of
degradation

Phenotype(s) in
knockout/conditional-
knockout female
mice

Molecular functions Reference(s)

1 Tut4/7 Homeostasis system,
Z-decay

Defects in meiotic maturation Oligo-uridylation on short-poly(A)
tailing mRNAs

[5]

2 Marf1 Surveillance Defects in meiotic
maturation, GVBD failure

A ribonuclease to degrade mRNAs [14–16]

3 Cnot7 M-decay and
Z-decay

Fertile (in Cnot7−/− mice) A catalytic subunit of CCR4-NOT,
CAF1 homologue in mammals

[28]

4 Btg4 M-decay and
Z-decay

Defects in embryogenesis An adaptor of CCR4-NOTCNOT7 [19, 29, 49]

5 Cnot6l M-decay Defects in meiotic maturation A catalytic subunit of CCR4-NOT,
CCR homologue in mammals

[20]

6 Zfp36l2 M-decay Defects in meiotic maturation An adaptor of CCR4-NOTCNOT6L,
targeting ARE-containing mRNAs

[20, 32, 33, 35]

7 Pabpn1l M-decay Defects in embryogenesis (1) An adaptor of
BTG4-CCR4-NOTCNOT7, facilitating
its binding to mRNAs;
(2) A stabilizer of BTG4, avoiding its
polyubiquitination by β-TrCP1

[46]

8 Zar1/2 M-decay Defects in meiotic
maturation and
embryogenesis (in Zar1−/−
and Zar1/2−/− females)

(1) Collaborating with CPLs,
guarding mRNA removal during the
growing stage and M-decay
(2) Activating translation during
meiosis resumption

[48, 49]

9 Yap1 Z-decay Defects in embryogenesis Activating the transcription of Tead4,
directing Z-decay

[10, 21, 57]

10 Tead4 Z-decay A transcription factor promoting the
transcription of Tut4/7, directing
Z-decay

[10, 21]

11 Exosc10 Surveillance Defects in meiotic maturation An RNase associated with the
exosome

[62]

GVBD, germinal vesicle breakdown; ARE, AU-rich elements; CPL, cytoplasmic lattice.

tails, poly(A)-containing RNAs can be transported into the
cytoplasm, stabilized, and therefore translated. In contrast,
deadenylation functions as a reverse process in poly(A) tail
shortening, leading to host mRNA degradation.

In classical views, mRNA deadenylation begins with the
activation of the poly(A)-nuclease (PAN) deadenylation com-
plex and the CCR4-NOT complex [3]. The shortening of
poly(A) tails resulting from deadenylation leads to the dis-
sociation of PABPs [22]. These mRNAs are further uridy-
lated by uridylyl transferases. LSm (like-Sm) proteins are
subsequently recruited to the terminal uridylyl residues and
drive mRNA targets to undergo 5′–3′ exonucleolytic diges-
tion [23]. Other factors, including specialized RNAs, func-
tional proteins, and organelles, participate in these transcrip-
tome avalanches. These modules either exist in most mam-
malian cell types, similar to mRNA degradation machinery in
gametes, taking the exosome as an example; or merely emerge
in reproductive systems during evolution, such as the CPLs.

Combination of CNOT7 and BTG4 within M-decay

CCR4-NOT comprises a scaffold subunit, CNOT1, catalytic
subunits (CNOT6/6L and CNOT7/8), and multiple regulatory
modules, including CNOT4 and CNOT9 [24, 25] (Table 2).
Intriguingly, these core enzymatic subunits are attributed to
different ribonuclease families: CNOT6/6L belong to the EEP
type, whereas the latter ones are DEDD-type members [26].

The physiological functions of CNOT7 have been previ-
ously reported [27, 28]. Phenotypes of knockout (KO) mouse

models indicate that CNOT7 is not essential for animal
survival, but is indispensable for gametogenesis. Removal of
Cnot7 resulted in sterility in male mice, with disorganization
of seminiferous tubules and loss of germ cells. Cnot7−/−
female mice are fertile; this does not indicate that CNOT7/8
are irresponsible for female fertility because Cnot8 presum-
ably plays a redundant role in female germ cells, as co-
depletion of Cnot7/8 resulted in a release from the MII arrest
[28, 29]. B-cell translocation gene-4 (BTG4), a member of
the BTG and TOB family, interacts with CNOT7 and serves
as a novel maternal-effect and meiosis-associated factor [19].
In contrast to KO mice for other members of the BTG and
TOB family, Yu et al. illustrated that Btg4−/− females were
sterile, and their embryos presented the one- to two-cell arrest,
clarifying the conserved regulatory effect of BTG and TOB
family members in reproduction. BTG4 can bind CNOT7
through the conserved BTG domain, whereas tryptophan 95
in the BTG domain is essential for this interaction [19, 29].
This facilitates the interaction between CNOT7 and bait
mRNAs through the binding of BTG4 to eukaryotic trans-
lation initiation factor 4E (eIF4E), as BTG4boxB has affinity
toward eIF4ECTD and functions as an adaptor to eIF4E-
docking mRNAs (Figure 2A). This complex is essential for
the deadenylase activity of CNOT7, since the poly(A) tails
of maternal transcripts were not shortened in Btg4−/− and
Btg4W95A/− oocytes [19]. The accumulation of BTG4 protein
from the MII stage to early embryos provides a time frame for
CCR4-NOTCNOT7-instructed deadenylation.
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Figure 1. Dynamics of maternal mRNAs in mouse oocytes and preimplantation embryos. (A) Growing oocytes during folliculogenesis are under robust
transcription, whereas this activity ceases when reaching the fully-grown oocyte (FGO) stage. Zygotic genome activation (ZGA) occurs around the 2-cell
stage in mice with natal zygotic transcripts. (B) M-decay occurs when meiotic resumes. A majority of maternal mRNAs are removed till the end of the
MII stage in mice. Z-decay occurs shortly after ZGA and eliminates a minority of maternal mRNAs. (C) The homeostasis system and surveillance factors
are responsible for the dynamic equilibration of the transcripts in growing oocytes (GGOs). The homeostasis performers, such as terminal uridylyl
transferases (TUTs), monitor the production and decay of beneficial transcripts, whereas the surveillance factors, such as meiosis arrest female 1
(MARF1) and the exosome, help remove the detrimental ones. (D) Multiple maternal factors are responsible for M-decay, including B-cell translocation
gene-4 (BTG4), nuclear poly(A) binding protein 1-like (PABPN1L), zygotic arrest-1 (ZAR1) and ZAR1-like (ZAR2), CNOT6L, and zinc finger protein 36-like 2
(ZFP36L2). (E) Z-decay relies on de novo zygotic gene products, including TUT4/7. A few maternal factors, including BTG4, participate in this progress.

Maternal transcript removal directed by BTG4-CCR4-
NOTCNOT7 is conserved among species. Recently, four
women suffering from infertility were identified as carriers of
homozygous pathogenic BTG4 variants [30]. Two mutations
in the BTG domain, BTG4c.1A > G and BTG4c.73C > T,
harbored by two individuals, led to BTG4 protein loss
due to alternation of the first amino acid assembly and
a premature translation stop codon, respectively. Another
variant, BTG4c.475_478del, which harbored a mutation in the
C-terminal domain, resulted in BTG4 protein truncation. All
three variants resulted in severe impairment of BTG4 protein.
The other variant, BTG4c.166G > A, resulted in a missense
mutation from alanine 56 to threonine in the BTG domain.
The BTG4c.166G > A mutation did not affect the distribution
or expression of BTG4. Numerous transcripts remained in
BTG4c.166G > A-variant zygotes, with relatively longer poly(A)
tails, compared with TUBB8c.922G > A-variant zygotes, which
did not influence mRNA decay [21]. Moreover, the interaction
between BTG4 and CNOT7 was lost in BTG4A56T, suggesting
that A56, in addition to W95, is another key residue for this

collaboration and accounts for maternal mRNA cleansing.
Therefore, these data indicate that BTG4 is responsible for
the failure of zygotic cleavage, and serves as a genetic marker
for female infertility in clinical diagnosis.

Coordination of CNOT6L and ZFP36L2 within
M-decay

Murine and human oocytes harbor high levels of Cnot6 and
Cnot6l mRNAs. Cnot6 is not involved in reproduction, as
Cnot6−/− female and male mice are fertile [31]. Cnot6l-null
females were subfertile, providing direct genetic evidence for
the role of the CCR4-NOTCNOT6/6L complex in maternal
mRNA degradation [20]. Sha et al. reported that over 50%
of ovulated Cnot6l−/− oocytes failed to exclude poly body 1
(PB1) and harbored multipolar spindles. CNOT6L, with the
help of an adaptor, zinc-finger protein 36-like 2 (ZFP36L2),
specifically bound to the (A + U)-rich element (ARE)-
containing mRNA 3′-UTRs, and carried out deadenylation
and further degradation (Figure 2B). This ZFP36L2-CCR4-
NOTCNOT6L-directed degradation occurred in prometaphase
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Table 2. Biochemical properties and biological functions of subunits in the CCR4-NOT complex

Gene
name

Function in CCR4-NOT complex Phenotype(s) of KO mice Phenotype(s) of germ
cell-specific cKO mice

Cnot1 A scaffold subunit Embryonic lethal [82] Not reported
Cnot2 A scaffold subunit Not reported Not reported
Cnot3 A scaffold subunit Embryonic lethal [83] Not reported
Cnot4 A regulatory subunit, functioning as an E3

ubiquitin ligase and an mRNA adaptor
Embryonic lethal [61] Male-specific infertility

[61]
Cnot6 A catalytic subunit, a CCR homologue in

mammals, belonging to the EEP-type ribonuclease
family

Female-specific infertility in
double KO of Cnot6/6 l [31]

Not reported

Cnot6l A catalytic subunit, CCR homologue in mammals,
belonging to the EEP-type ribonuclease family

Female-specific subfertility [20] Not reported

Cnot7 A catalytic subunit, CAF1 homologue in mammals,
belonging to the DEDD-type ribonuclease family

Not reported Male-specific infertility
[28]

Cnot8 A catalytic subunit, CAF1 homologue in mammals,
belonging to the DEDD-type ribonuclease family

Embryonic lethal [84] Not reported

Cnot9 A regulatory subunit, CAF40 homologue in
mammals, interacting with multiple RBPs

Caudal body truncation during
embryogenesis [85]

Not reported

Cnot10 A genuine subunit in mammals, forming the
CNOT10-CNOT11 module

Not reported Not reported

Cnot11 A genuine subunit in mammals, forming the
CNOT10-CNOT11 module

Not reported Not reported

Subunits mentioned in this review are listed, with the ones discussed in detail present in bold fonts. KO, knockout; cKO, conditional knockout; RBP, RNA-
binding protein.

I, prior to the degradation triggered by BTG4. This process
also managed the clearance of a larger transcript population
than that of BTG4-CCR4-NOTCNOT7 (for the transcripts
degraded during GV-to-MII transition in WT oocytes,
∼58.9% were not removed in Btg4−/− oocytes, whereas
96.6% remained in Cnot6l−/− oocytes). These mRNAs,
including Cpeb1 (cytoplasmic polyadenylation element
binding protein 1) and Tubb4b (tubulin beta 4 B class IVb,
encoding a structural basis for spindle microtubules), were
degraded and could no longer be loaded with polysomes,
further governing maternal translation and spindle assembly.
CNOT6L may partially function independently of other
CCR4-NOT subunits; the MI arrest phenotype of Cnot6l−/−
oocytes could be partially rescued by the overexpression
of CNOT6L�LRR, a mutant lacking the interaction region
toward CNOT7. Hence, a stepwise adaptor-recruiting
system monitors the deadenylase activity of the CCR4-NOT
complex, further determining stage-specific mRNA turnover.

Similarly, ZFP36L2 was identified as a maternal mRNA
decay factor. Female mice carrying the oocyte-specific deple-
tion of Zfp36l2 (in Zfp36l2fl/fl; Zp3-Cre mice) [32], and those
carrying an N-terminal-truncated ZFP36L2, �N-Zfp36l2
[33], were reported to be sterile. Unlike Btg4−/− females,
relatively few transcripts accumulated in both mouse strains,
including Lhcgr and mRNAs encoding histone demethylases.
During the transition from the non-surrounded nucleus
(NSN) to surrounded nucleus (SN), ZFP36L2 recognized
Kdm5a and other histone demethylase transcripts, guarded
their degradation, and reduced their protein levels [32].
The levels of H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 were subsequently
elevated, enabling transcription silencing in FGOs. Upon
luteinizing hormone (LH) surge, expression of the membrane
receptor LHR is induced, and adenylyl cyclase is activated
through the interconnection between LHR and GαS-GTP
[34]. Thus, cyclic AMP level was increased to help maintain
oocytes within prophase I. ZFP36L2 bound to one of the
AREs residing in Lhcgr mRNA 3′-UTR [33], removed this
target, and was thus vital for the resumption of meiosis.

The coordination between ZFP36L2 and CNOT6L has
been demonstrated in humans. Recently, Zheng et al. reported
two patients carrying biallelic variants of ZFP36L2, both
of whom were infertile females suffering from recurrent
preimplantation embryo developmental arrest [35]. Both
patients were found to harbor mutations in ZFP36L2S308;
Patient 1 harbored a homozygous non-frameshift deletion
from Ser308 to Ser310, whereas Patient 2 harbored two
heterozygous variants, one of which was identical to Patient
1, and the other was a missense variant (Ser 308 Ala). The
inheritance of these variants followed a recessive pattern.
Mutated ZFP36L2 resulted in massive accumulation of
ARE-containing transcripts in zygotes from these patients.
Human ZFP36L2 interconnects with CNOT6L, suggesting
that maternal mRNA removal guided by ZFP36L2-CCR4-
NOTCNOT6L is conserved in mammals.

Assistance of PABPN1L in the BTG4-CNOT7
guarding M-decay

The transportation of mRNAs from the nucleus to the
cytoplasm, as well as the removal of cytoplasmic transcripts,
is accompanied by PABPs [22]. PABPs can be categorized into
two subgroups: nuclear PABPs (PABPNs) and cytoplasmic
PABPs (PABPCs). Nuclear and cytosolic PABPs differ in the
number of RNA-recognition motifs: PABPN1 and PABPN1-
like (PABPN1L) specifically localize in the nucleus with
a single RNA recognition motif (RRM) in the central
region [36, 37], whereas cytoplasmic PABPs (PABPCs)
harbor four RRMs and a PABP domain [38]. PABPC—
a PABP prototype—is widely distributed among various
mammalian cell types, including somatic cells and germ cells
[39]. PABPC1 participates in divergent post-transcriptional
processes in the cytoplasm, including CNOT6-mediated
mRNA deadenylation [22] and nonsense-mediated decay
toward transcripts with premature translational termination
codons [40]. PABPC1L—also known as embryonic poly(A)-
binding protein (EPAB)—recognizes elongated poly(A) tails
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Figure 2. Functional factors in maternal mRNA elimination. (A) Combination of CNOT7 and BTG4 guards M-decay with the assistance of PABPN1L.
BTG4 recruits CNOT7 to eIF4e docking transcripts in MII oocytes, whereas PABPN1L enhances this interaction and helps stabilize BTG4 against
ubiquitination. (B) Coordination of CNOT6L and ZFP36L2 modulates M-decay. CCR4-NOTCNOT6L is tethered towards ARE-containing transcripts by
ZFP36L2 and triggers target deadenylation during the meiotic maturation. (C) Collaboration between ZAR1/2 and cytoplasmic lattices (CPLs) monitors
M-decay. Zygotic arrest-1 and ZAR2 directly interact with two of the CPL members, maternal antigen that embryos require (MATER) and
peptidylarginine deiminase 6 (PADI6), and indirectly interact with Y-box protein 2 (YBX2), thus guarding M-decay. (D) Maternal yes-associated protein 1
(YAP1)-zygotic TEAD4-triggered TUT4/7 in Z-decay. At around the 2-cell stage in mice and the 4-cell stage in human, zygotic Tead4 is transcribed upon
ZGA. The combination of maternal YAP1 and zygotic TEAD4 induces the expression of zygotic TUT4/7, which govern Z-decay through oligo-uridylation.

for further polyadenylation [41]. In addition, PABPC1L
initiates translation by enhancing the transcript affinity
of eIF4G–eIF4e and triggering Maskin dissociation, a
translational suppressor of the cap-binding complex [42].
Meanwhile, Xenopus PABPC1L associates with the DAZL-
PUM1/2 complex and promotes target translation [43]. In
mice, PABPC1L is primarily expressed during oocyte growth
[39] and regulates oocyte-cumulus cell communication.
Pabpc1l−/− females were infertile, and their oocytes were
small and loosely connected to cumulus cells. Impaired
formation of transzonal processes and disrupted signal
transmission were reported in Pabpc1l−/− cumulus-oocyte
complexes [44, 45].

However, PABPNs work via different mechanisms. The
PABPN1 is ubiquitously expressed in all cell types [38], and
is required for poly(A) tail elongation and mRNA stabi-
lization; its function in oocytes remains unknown. In con-
trast, PABPN1-like (PABPN1L) is involved in the elimination

of maternal transcripts by recruiting BTG4 to the poly(A)
tails of target mRNAs [46]. Substantial amounts of mRNAs,
which would be degraded in WT embryos, accumulated in
embryos derived from Pabpn1l−/− oocytes. This accumula-
tion of transcripts was similar to the upregulation of tran-
scripts in Btg4♂+/♀- embryos. Furthermore, ∼20–30 bases
of the poly(A) tails were occupied by a single PABPN1L
molecule, and this binding affinity required its RRM. In
contrast, the interplay between PABPN1L and BTG4 requires
another domain located at its C-terminus. Hence, PABPN1L
helps strengthen the binding of BTG4-CCR4-NOTCNOT7 to
mRNAs (Figure 2A).

Moreover, PABPN1L has a second cytoplasmic function for
the maternal-zygotic transition (MZT) by being a BTG4 sta-
bilizer. In somatic cells, BTG family members are short-lived,
since the SKP1-Cullin 1-F-box protein (SCF) ubiquitin E3 lig-
ase promptly ubiquitinates BTGs, including BTG4 [47]. How-
ever, the presence of PABPN1L blocks the binding of βTrCP1
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(β-transducin repeat-containing protein1), a substrate adap-
tor of SCF in polyubiquitination, to BTG4 (Figure 2A). The
aberrant reduction of BTG4 protein levels in Pabpn1l−/− MII
oocytes was found to be reversed upon ectopic PABPN1L
expression with microinjection. As the PABPN1L protein is
transiently expressed during the MII stage and will not be
removed until the two-cell stage, PABPN1L maintains the
existence of BTG4 and facilitates maternal mRNA clearance
during this period, aiding for subsequent ZGA.

Collaboration of ZAR1/2 and CPLs inside GGOs and
FGOs

Zygotic arrest-1 (Zar1) is one of the earliest identified
maternal-effect genes specifically expressed in oocytes [48]. Its
homologue, Zar2 (also known as Zar1-like and Zar1l) shares
identity with Zar1, as it encodes a conserved C-terminal RNA-
binding domain and presents a similar expression dominance
in oocytes and preimplantation embryos. Rong et al. reported
that functional redundancy exists between ZAR1 and ZAR2
[49]. Both Zar1−/− and Zar1/2−/− female mice were sterile,
whereas females lacking Zar2 were fertile. Zygotic arrest-1-
null oocyte-derived embryos presented the one- and two-cell
arrest, with a prolonged period of polar body emission in
MII oocytes. However, Zar1/2−/− oocytes were unable to
emit normal polar bodies and were primarily arrested around
metaphase I or telophase I. Taken together, these data suggest
that ZAR2 enhances the function of ZAR1, since double
KO mice exhibited more severe impairment during meiotic
maturation than Zar1−/− females.

Zygotic arrest-1/2 are expressed in GGOs and FGOs, and
possess at least two distinct functions in oocyte growth and
meiotic maturation. The predominant function of ZAR1/2
is the direction of mRNA decay through CPLs. Cytoplas-
mic lattice is a specialized organelle in oocytes that appears
following the activation of primordial follicles and exists
throughout folliculogenesis and early embryogenesis [50, 51].
Cytoplasmic lattices are composed of ribosomes that are not
incorporated into polysomes and, therefore, are not involved
in the translation process. Multiple maternal factors, including
maternal antigen that embryos require (MATER; [52]), pep-
tidylarginine deiminase 6 (PADI6; [53]), and Y-box protein
2 (YBX2, formally known as MSY2; [53, 54]), have been
reported as CPL components. Knockdown of Ybx2 led to the
failure of the NSN to SN transition. Conversely, Mater- and
Padi6-deficient female mice could ovulate but displayed an
embryo development arrest at the one- to two-cell stage, as
reported in Padi6−/− and Matertm/tm (tm stands for targeted
mutation) female mice, respectively [55, 56]. Zygotic arrest-
1 directly interacted with MATER and PADI6, and indirectly
interacted with YBX2, based primarily on their binding RNAs
(Figure 2C). Although the specificity of ZAR1/2 bait mRNAs
remains elusive, ZAR1/2 were responsible for removing a
cohort of transcripts during the growing stage and M-decay.
Second, ZAR1/2 activated translation accompanied by the
resumption of meiosis. A decrease in global translation was
observed in Zar1/2−/− oocytes from the GVBD to MII stage.
In addition, transcripts of multiple maternal genes were not
polyadenylated during the FGO to MI transition in these
oocytes, including factors involved in the progression of meio-
sis, such as Btg4 and Ccnb1, and spindle assembly guards,
such as Tpx2. Therefore, the translation of these mRNAs
was compromised in the absence of ZAR1/2, resulting in the

failure of meiotic maturation and a secondary zygotic arrest
phenotype.

TUT4/7-directed oligo-uridylation in Z-decay

TUT4/7 guard the 3′-terminal uridylation of short-tailed
mRNAs. TUT4/7 are highly conserved in mammals, with
a core nucleotidyltransferase domain embedded within three
CCHC-type zinc finger domains. Apart from their roles in
homeostasis, a YAP1-TEAD4-TUT7 degradation pathway
has been reported in Z-decay [10, 21]. Tut7 mRNAs, as M-
decay transcripts, were removed before fertilization. Mean-
while, Tut4/7 are early zygotic genes expressed shortly after
ZGA. Yes-associated protein 1 (YAP1) is a transcriptional
co-activator of TEAD family transcription factors that are
expressed both maternally and zygotically. An oocyte deficient
in Yap1 was able to undergo meiotic maturation; however,
its derived embryos exhibited a ZGA defect [57]. Yap1♂+/♀-

embryos presented a prolonged two-cell stage and delayed
four-cell entry. In contrast, Tead4 is a zygotic gene. Upon
minor ZGA, natal TEAD4 associates with maternal YAP1
and activates the transcription of zygotic genes. The Tut7
gene promoter also harbors a putative TEAD-binding site,
∼1000 bp upstream of its transcription start site. Thus, Tut7
is an early ZGA gene, and maternal YAP1-zygotic TEAD4-
TUT7 modulates the degradation of over 60% of Z-decay
transcripts [10] (Figure 2D). This mechanism is also involved
in Z-decay in humans. After maternal Tut7 mRNA was
cleared in M-decay, zygotic Tut7 transcripts were found to
accumulate around the eight-cell stage, whereas TEAD4 was
transcribed in minor ZGA around the four-cell stage [21].
During in vitro fertilization, lower levels of TEAD4 and
TUT7 transcripts have been frequently reported in patient-
derived embryos, which are frequently arrested at the eight-
cell stage, highlighting the importance of TEAD4 and TUT7
in embryogenesis.

TUT4/7-directed degradation also occurs during male
gametogenesis. TUT4/7 are expressed throughout spermato-
genesis and have redundant functions [58]. Generally, TUT4/7
function redundantly during the 3′-uridylation of precursor-
miRNA (pre-miRNA) and are involved in miRNA biogenesis
in cultured cells [59, 60]. Similarly, in mouse testes, TUT4/7
are involved in miRNA oligo-uridylation, but they do not
alter the level of targeting miRNAs. Although Tut4−/− and
Tut7−/− males were fertile, Tut4/7fl/fl; Stra8-Cre males were
sterile, with atrophic testes and developmental arrest at the
late pachytene stage. During the transition from the leptotene
to pachytene stage, TUT4/7 recognize short-tailed transcripts
enriched in AREs, uridylate them, and facilitate their turnover,
leading to an avalanche of paternal mRNAs.

Specialized functional proteins and subcellular
organelles: multiple choices

In addition to the catalytic subunits, other regulatory
subunits of CCR4-NOT function in RNA decay mediation.
CNOT4—a CCR4-NOT subunit conserved from yeast
to humans—primarily interacts with several ubiquitin-
conjugating enzymes with its RING domain at the N-
terminus. CNOT4 harbors an RRM, and may serve as an
mRNA adaptor of CNOT7. CNOT4 is highly expressed in
mouse testes, and its expression level is maintained through-
out spermatogenesis. The CNOT4-CCR4-NOTCNOT7 com-
bination is essential for mRNA degradation between the
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zygotene and pachytene stage [61]. Dai et al. recently reported
defective DNA damage repair and impediment in homologous
crossover between X and Y chromosomes in Cnot4fl/fl; Stra8-
Cre males, leading to spermatocyte developmental arrest at
metaphase I, and male-specific sterility. These results suggest
a correlation between mRNA degradation and timely repair
of double strand breaks (DSBs), as well as the formation of
crossovers during meiosis in mammals. However, conditional
knockout of Cnot4 in oocytes using Gdf9-Cre did not
affect oocyte meiosis and MZT, indicating that CCR4-NOT
substrates are recruited by different mRNA adaptors to
CNOT7 during oogenesis and spermatogenesis.

The exosome is a complex that promotes 3′–5′ degradation
of mRNAs, and can reside in the nucleoli, nucleoplasm, and
cytoplasm. Oocyte-specific depletion of Exosc10, an RNase
associated with the exosome, revealed that the exosome was
also involved in the resumption of meiosis. Exosc10fl/fl; Zp3-
Cre females were subfertile, with fewer ovulated eggs than that
of wild-type females and with GVBD failure [62]. Based on
the exosome decay pathway, Exosc10-null oocytes accumu-
lated transcripts during meiotic resumption, including Wee1
mRNAs. Transcript accumulation resulted in the upregulation
of WEE1 protein expression, maintaining this repressive effect
upon CDK1 phosphorylation and impeding meiotic matura-
tion.

To WHOM: the prey also has a voice

The maternal mRNAs, which are removed during M- and Z-
decay, are not removed without any reason. Indeed, multiple
mRNA elements have been defined as stabilization signals,
including traditional motifs such as AAUAAA polyadenyla-
tion signals (PASs) and AREs, post-transcriptional modifica-
tions such as N-6-methyladenosine (m6A), and other novel
cis-elements (Figure 3A). These elements are recognized by
specific RBPs and recruited to the degradation machinery,
thereby affecting host stability.

ARE, the cis-element in RNA 3′-UTRs [63], is a host-
destabilizing signal. A group of RBPs, including AUF1
(also known as heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D,
HNRNPD), HuR, and tristetraprolin (TTP) interact with
AREs and assist in the decay process in cultured cells [64].
ARE-guarded mRNA removal is also vital in mouse oocytes
and ovarian granulosa cells. In oocytes, ZFP36L2 can bridge
the contact between CCR4-NOTCNOT6L and ARE-harboring
mRNAs, resulting in M-decay [20, 33, 35] (Figure 3B, upper
box). In granulosa cells, its homologue, ZFP36, also guides
the degradation of specific mRNAs. Inside preovulatory
follicles, upon LH surge, transcriptionally induced ZFP36 can
recognize transcripts including natriuretic peptide precursor
C (Nppc) mRNAs and govern their degradation. These
transcripts harbor non-canonical AREs in their 3′-UTRs,
with UU/UA dinucleotide clusters [65]. The mRNA removal
guided by ZFP36 requires its coordination with CCR4-
NOTCNOT6/6L, as recently reported by Dai et al. [31].
Although Cnot6- and Cnot6l-null females could undergo nor-
mal folliculogenesis, Cnot6/6l−/− females presented a lower
transition rate from preantral to antral follicles, irregular
estrus cycles, and ovulation defects. Such reproductive events
are regulated by pituitary gonadotropin follicle-stimulating
hormone (FSH). The FSH activates cyclic AMP/protein
kinase A (cAMP/PKA) and phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K)
signaling pathways [66], initiates the transcription of genes

including Cnot6 and Cnot6l, and enhances the translation
process, including of CNOT6L. While recruited by ZFP36,
CNOT6/6L catalyzed the deadenylation and degradation
of a broad spectrum of ARE-containing transcripts, which
encoded repressors of follicle growth and endocrine activities
(Figure 3B, lower box).

Other motifs in 3′-UTRs, including PASs and cytoplasmic
polyadenylation elements (CPEs), can stabilize their hosts, and
therefore have an opposite effect on clearance. These two ele-
ments are common prerequisites for cytoplasmic polyadeny-
lation; in Xenopus eggs, CPEs recruit phosphorylated CPEB1s
and increase the affinity between their neighboring PASs
and cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factors (CPSFs),
further recruiting the poly(A) polymerase (PAP) GLD2 [67,
68]. However, the canonical PAP family member, PAPα, con-
tributed to the major polyadenylation activity in mouse FGOs
during meiotic resumption [69]. Furthermore, a single proxi-
mal PAS could recruit CPSF4, promote polyadenylation, and
enhance the translation of its host mRNA [70]. A flanking
CPE, together with its binding to CPEB1, counteracted this
interaction, blocked translation, and partially hampered its
host stability (Figure 3C). Upon the resumption of meiosis,
CPEB1 was phosphorylated by extracellular regulated protein
kinase 1/2 (ERK1/2) and was thus degraded through the
MAPK cascade [71], leading to the cooperation of CPSF4
and poly(A) polymerases upon PASs [70]. In this way, the
translation of the host RNA can either be initiated or elevated.
Here, CPEs played a dual role in oocyte mRNAs: inside FGOs,
CPEs adjacent to PASs served as a destabilizing signal, which
can convert to a translation-promoting signal after GVBD.

The length of the 3′-UTR, poly(A)s, and oligo-Us can
also provide instructions for clearance activity. In mouse and
human FGOs, M-decay transcripts have shorter 3′-UTRs than
Z-decay transcripts [10, 21]. Fewer PASs and CPEs resided
in the former mRNAs, which correlated with the lengths
of the 3′-UTRs. In addition, M-decay transcripts harbored
longer poly(A) tails during the FGO stage. Their incorpo-
ration into polysomes was also higher than that of other
maternal mRNAs. Once meiosis resumed, marked changes are
observed in the 3′-end, as their poly(A) tails were shortened,
and the uridylated levels were elevated. In contrast, the rela-
tively short-tailed Z-decay transcripts were adenylated during
meiotic maturation, tethered to polysomes in MII oocytes,
whereas their rates of uridylation remained stable until the
one-cell stage. A marked increase in the uridylation level
of these transcripts occurred until the two-cell stage, which
provided a time frame for their coding proteins between the
MII and one-cell stages and facilitated the development of
early embryos.

Recently, studies on the epitranscriptome have defined
various RNA modifications that affect host stability, pri-
marily assisting in post-transcriptional regulation. N-6-
methyladenosine is the most prevalent modification of
eukaryotic transcripts. According to meRIP-seq data, m6A
mainly occurs in the coding sequences (CDS) and 3′-UTRs
of mRNAs and is usually located in the GGARH motif [72].
M6A readers recognize and bind to this consensus sequence
as well as the embedded m6A site, thus carrying the host
transcript to its destination. Among them, YTH-domain
factor 2 (YTHDF2) serves as a cytoplasmic reader, selectively
anchoring m6A-containing transcripts and transferring them
into P-bodies [7]. In zebrafish, maternal Ythdf2-deficient
embryos presented retarded development and ZGA failure
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Figure 3. Cis-elements serving as degradation signals in eukaryotic mRNAs. (A) Overview of cis-elements and structure of eukaryotic mRNAs. Mature
mRNAs contain an m7G cap structure at the 5′-end and a poly(A) tail at the 3′-end. Motifs in 3′-UTRs, the lengths of 3′-UTRs and RNA modifications are
responsible for the host stability. (B) AU-rich elements (AREs) guard host transcript degradation in a conserved way. Respectively, ZFP36L2 and ZFP36
recognize AREs in transcripts and recruit CNOT6L and CNOT6/6L in MII oocytes and ovarian granulosa cells. These deadenylases thus eliminate the
transcripts. (C) Cytoplasmic polyadenylation elements (CPEs) destabilize their residing mRNAs. Inside FGOs, CPE binding protein 1 (CPEB1) binds CPEs
and counteracts the binding of cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor 4 (CPSF4) to a flanking cleavage/polyadenylation site (PAS), further
blocking the polyadenylation and translation process. (D) N-6-methyladenosine serves as a destabilizing signal in both cultured cells and oocytes.
YTH-domain factor-2 (YTHDF2), one of the m6A readers, recognizes m6As and tethers the mRNAs into P-bodies. Other readers present diverse
functions: YTH-domain factor-3 (YTHDF3) facilitates the transportation to P-bodies, whereas insulin growth factor 2 mRNA-binding proteins (IGF2BPs)
counteract with YTHDF2.

owing to the aberrant accumulation of maternal mRNAs
[8]. Similarly, in mammals, the lack of YTHDF2 resulted
in female-specific sterility. Ythdf2−/− MII oocytes restored
a cohort of m6A-harboring mRNAs that failed to be
degenerated during M-decay, and their derived embryos
met with ZGA failure and loss of embryonic developmental
competence [6, 73]. Other cytoplasmic m6A readers work
synergistically or antagonistically with YTHDF2 during
this process: YTHDF3 interacts with YTHDF2 and affects
the partitioning of their decay-targeted targets (Figure 3D),
whereas the insulin growth factor 2 mRNA-binding proteins
(IGF2BPs, consisting of IGF2BP1/2/3) recruit matrin 3
(MATR3) and other RNA stabilizers to protect targeting
methylated transcripts [74, 75].

WHY: it should be and it will be

The mRNA degradation system involves interconnected
machinery with various complexes that function in deadeny-
lation and oligo-uridylation, as well as specialized organelles
such as CPLs. Questions have emerged for in-depth research:
for example, what determines the precise control of these

“avalanches”; what makes the mRNA-specific degradation
network important; what happens when part of the system,
or even the whole network, loses its function and what are the
similarities and differences of maternal mRNA degradation
between mice and humans?

Why are the avalanches destined to occur at this
point?

A fundamental determinant is the expression of functional
factors within a specific timeframe. Although most degrada-
tion machinery proteins remain undetectable in FGOs, levels
of their coding mRNAs remain high during folliculogenesis,
such as Btg4. Multiple maternal proteins, including BTG4,
PABPN1L, and CNOT7, are translated during meiotic mat-
uration, and their levels peak around the MII stage [19, 46],
assuring M-decay (Figure 4). With re-establishment of the
zygotic genome, de novo gene products start to be generated
at the late one-cell stage, as the transcription activity recovers
around PN3. For example, during the two- to four-cell stage,
zygotic TEAD4 recognizes the Tut7 promoter and activates
its transcription, initiating zygotic oligo-uridylation-driven
degradation [10].
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Figure 4. Dynamics of maternal mRNA translation and degradation in
mammalian oocytes during meiotic maturation. As meiosis resumes,
multiple maternal factors, including BTG4, CNOT6L, and PABPN1L, are
translated and further facilitate mRNA degradation, which is initiated by
CCR4-NOT-driven deadenylation.

Another key factor controlling timing is the temporal–
spatial regulation of the degradation machinery and their
target RNAs. In oocytes and somatic cells, only transcripts
that have completed post-transcriptional processing, includ-
ing splicing and polyadenylation, are regarded as mature
mRNAs. These mRNAs are transported into the cytoplasm
where a majority of the degradation complexes are localized,
such as CCR4-NOT and TUTs, whereas only a minority of
the RNA decay machinery resides in the nucleus, such as
the exosome. Therefore, from a canonical viewpoint, mRNA
clearance occurs in the cytosol. However, in FGOs, a large
number of transcripts are stored in the nucleoplasm for uti-
lization in later stages when they are translated within MII
oocytes. Hence, removal of the nuclear membrane facilitates
contact between nuclear mRNAs and the cytoplasmic degra-
dation machinery. As meiosis resumes, the nuclear envelope
breaks down, which provides a timeframe for the removal of
previously nucleoplasm-located mRNAs from the MII stage
to the one-cell stage, before zygotic nuclear re-formation.

Why is the mRNA-specific degradation system
important?

Excessive transcript accumulation can hamper host cell
metabolism in various ways. For example, M-decay failure
leads to ZGA failure. Although it remains unclear how these
aberrantly piled transcripts impede ZGA in oocytes, embryos
from multiple mouse models, in which mRNA degradation
factor-coding genes were mutated or knocked out, presented
developmental arrests around the two-cell stage. Loss of
function of CCR4-NOT complex members resulted in
female infertility, and embryos with maternal loss of Cnot6l
and CCR4-NOTCNOT7 adaptors, including Btg4−/− and
Pabpn1l−/− mice, presented developmental arrest at the one-

to two-cell stage [19, 20, 46], just ahead of ZGA. The CPL
also governs this process, with Matertm/tm mutants, Padi6- and
Msy2-null females presenting impaired M-decay, resulting in
two-cell arrest [53–55]. Comparatively, an undermined Z-
decay could establish obstacles toward embryonic totipotency
[57]. Oocytes deficient in YAP1 can undergo successful
meiotic maturation during meiosis. However, the maternal
YAP1-zygotic TEAD4-TUT4/7-driven Z-decay was lost in
Yap1♂+/♀- embryos, which had a prolonged two-cell stage and
a retarded four-cell entry, as well as impaired differentiation
of the trophectoderm.

Impaired degradation during folliculogenesis also impedes
oocyte and follicle growth. During folliculogenesis, oocyte
gene products accumulate as the volume of oocytes increases,
and the surrounding granulosa cells proliferate. Once FGOs
enter the SN stage, the transcriptional activity halts, and these
oocytes possess a comparatively stable transcriptome. When
RNA homeostasis is impaired, such as in Tut4/7fl/fl; Zp3-Cre
females [5], unhealthy MII oocytes were ovulated, and these
mice failed to produce pups. RNA surveillance factors are also
vital for the removal of excess transcripts. When the exosome
was in trauma, for example, lacking its enzymatic subunit
EXOSC10, female mice failed to ovulate, and the FGOs of
Exosc10fl/fl; Zp3-Cre females could not develop with normal
sizes [62].

A secondary consequence of the increase in mRNA
expression is the ectopic translation of their encoded proteins.
In Cnot6l−/− MII oocytes, a cohort of transcripts normally
removed during M-decay were aberrantly incorporated into
the polysomes, such as Tubb4b, resulting in disordered
multipolar spindles [20]. For MPF activation to succeed,
various factors that inhibit CDK1 should be removed
or downregulated, either at the mRNA or protein level.
Among them, WEE1 serves as a CDK-inhibitory kinase,
and its transcripts were degraded upon initiation of meiotic
maturation under normal conditions. Inside Exosc10fl/fl;
Zp3-Cre oocytes, mounted Wee1 mRNAs resulted in the
translation of WEE1 proteins, further impeding CDK1
activation [62]. The protein phosphatase 2 catalytic subunit
(PPP2CB) suppresses MPF activation. As a target of MARF1,
Pp2cb mRNA levels were elevated in Marf1ENU/ENU oocytes,
and subsequently, PP2CB proteins sustained MPF in an
inactive form and hampered the re-initiation of meiosis [16].

What are the similarities and differences in
maternal mRNA removal among species?

The timely clearance of maternal transcripts gives rise to
healthy offspring. As shown in various KO mice and in
vitro fertilization (IVF) patients, impaired mRNA degradation
system in oocytes finally led to defects in meiotic maturation
as well as in ZGAs, indicating its pivotal roles among species.
Multiple maternal factors and their regulatory pathways are
conserved in both mice and humans. For example, dead-
enylation guided by the CCR4-NOT complex governs M-
decay in both mouse and human oocytes, as the interconnec-
tion between BTG4 and CNOT7, as well as the collabora-
tion between ZFP36L2 and CNOT6L remains between these
two species. Although Btg4−/−, Cnot6l−/−, and Zfl36l2fl/fl;
Zp3-Cre female mice presented defects in meiotic matura-
tion and early embryogenesis [20, 33, 57], patients carrying
pathogenic BTG4 and ZFP36L2 variants also suffered from
infertility. Similarly, zygotic transcription activation guided by
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maternal YAP1 and zygotic TEAD4 promotes the expression
of zygotic TUT4/7 in mouse and human embryos, initiat-
ing oligo-uridylation-mediated Z-decay [10, 21]. Although
knockdown of Tut4/7 led to aberrant transcript accumulation
in mouse embryos, a lower expression level of TUT7 was also
found in patient-derived preimplantation embryos suffering
from developmental arrest.

A second similarity is the characteristics of the transcripts
cleansed in “avalanches.”Compared with Z-decay transcripts,
M-decay transcripts harbor relatively short 3′-UTRs, with a
small number of PASs and CPEs in both mice and humans
[21]. This could be attributed to conservation shared by
the corresponding degradation factors, which recognize par-
ticular elements and direct the degradation of the mRNA
hosts, for example, ZFP36L2 and ARE-harboring mRNAs.
The resemblance among species could also resulted from a
conserved mRNA stabilizing system. Accompanying meiotic
resumption, PAP family members, GLD2 in Xenopus, and
PAPα in mice, are recruited by CPSFs to promote polyadeny-
lation [68, 69]. The affinity between CPSFs and PASs is
enhanced by the collaboration of phosphorylated CPEB1
and a neighboring CPE [67, 70]. During meiotic maturation,
transcripts with longer 3′-UTRs and larger numbers of PASs
and CPEs are polyadenylated and stabilized, which are more
likely to be translated, including Btg4 and Cnot6l mRNAs.

A pivotal difference of Z-decay between mice and humans is
the starting point and the duration. Owing to its reliance on de
novo zygotic gene products, Z-decay primarily occurs shortly
after the initiation of ZGA. Although mouse Z-decay mainly
occurs at the two-cell stage, human Z-decay occurs during
the four- to eight-cell stage [10, 21]. Moreover, zygotic tran-
scription plays a more important role in Z-decay of human
maternal transcripts than that of mouse transcripts. When
zygotic transcription was inhibited, only half of the Z-decay
transcripts failed to be degraded in mouse embryos, whereas
>90% of those in humans were stabilized. This is probably
due to the longer duration of human Z-decay completion,
although the intrinsic mechanisms remain unclear.

Perspective: WHAT ELSE shall we resolve and
identify?

Parents confer the recombined genome to their offspring,
as well as various parental factors, including mRNAs and
proteins. Re-sculpture of the oocyte transcriptome is vital for
fertility. Despite the recent progress discussed in this review,
open questions remain to be resolved. For example:

1) Do other factors involved in mRNA degradation in
somatic cells have similar functions in oocytes? Com-
mon decay pathways, including deadenylation upon the
CCR4-NOT complex and oligo-uridylation upon TUTs,
possess highly conserved functions in both in vitro cul-
tured cell lines and oocytes. The functions of other
factors related to mRNA decay in somatic cells, such as
PAN2/3, have not yet been elucidated in transcriptome
regulation during gametogenesis.

2) Do divergent mRNA degradation mechanisms work syn-
ergistically or antagonistically? For example, deadenyla-
tion is always followed by oligo-uridylation, since short-
ened poly(A) tails recruit TUTs. Interconnections among
other pathways have not yet been elucidated. In addition,
RNAs are degraded by exonucleases or endonucleases.

Various complexes are involved in the cleavage of long
transcripts. The 5′–3′ exonuclease XRN1 is associated
with the 5′-decapping process, while the exosome func-
tions in the 3′–5′ digestion downstream of deadenylation.
It remains unknown whether these bilateral digestions
concur or counteract each other, whether one takes pri-
ority, and what the determinant is.

3) Do other destabilizing elements present in mRNAs? Var-
ious mRNA modifications have been identified, in addi-
tion to m6A. Most currently defined modifications pro-
mote host stability; for example, 5-methycytosine (m5C)
exists in non-coding RNAs and mRNAs. A transcript
harboring m5C was recognized by YBX1, an MSY2
homologue, and was protected together with the YBX1-
PABPC1A complex during zebrafish embryogenesis [76].
Pseudouridylation mainly occurs at the base of the stem-
loop structure and enhances host RNA stability [77].
The existence and mechanisms of other modifications
involved in degradation remain to be determined. More-
over, a stem-loop inside the 5′-UTR enhances the stabil-
ity of the host mRNA, as it produces steric hindrance
against a degradative ribonuclease [78]. Would there
be secondary RNA structures, such as the R-loop, a
triple-stranded DNA–RNA structure, that enhances the
affinity between its host transcript and the degradation
machinery?

4) Would there be consistency and analogies upon evolu-
tion of the mRNA degradation system between female
and male reproduction? A group of factors function in
both oocytes and spermatocytes, though with different
subunits and at different stages. CNOT7 is essential for
male fertility and M-decay in mice, whereas CNOT6L
only functions in maternal mRNA clearance. Although
the PIWI-piRNA pathway exists as a male-specific degra-
dation system in mice, in other mammals, such as golden
hamsters [79–81], such pathway functions in RNA clear-
ance in both females and males. Would other factors be
responsible for mRNA degradation in both genders?

With advances in technology, it is now possible to address
these questions. Using a combination of sequencing tech-
niques, we are able to compare sequences and address research
questions in detail, such as whether identity exists between the
elements in targeting RNAs and the functional factors upon
RNA-immunoprecipitation sequencing (RIP-seq) techniques,
whether there is a synergy among multiple mRNA elements
upon novel single-base analysis, and whether there is a protein
interaction upon a single element or RBP-binding site upon
comparison of RIP-seq multiplex. The wide application of
such methods would facilitate further research into transcrip-
tome regulatory mechanisms as well as the re-sculpture of
mRNA species toward reproduction.
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